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Pictures from the field

Attention!
“Pictures from the field” is always looking for photos taken by 506th Regimental Combat

Team Soldiers serving in Iraq. If you have a good photo, and we have room, we’ll print it. Email your
photos via AKO to : michael.j.brock@us.army.mil, Subject: Pictures from the field. Be sure to
include your rank, name, and unit as well as a capion for the photograph that includes the subject of
the photograph with names and dates. I look forward to receiving your photos.

SSG Michael Brock
Editor, Currahee Press

Photos submited by 1st
Squadron, 61st Cavalry
Regiment, 506th
Regimental Combat Team

Photos submited by the 506th RCT Brigade MiTT Team
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Message from the command
Currahee 6

Dear Currahee Family and Friends:

Greetings from Iraq!  I want you to know how very proud I
am of all of our Soldiers; they are performing magnificently
here.  Your loved ones are making a huge difference in the
lives of the citizens of Iraq, and every Soldier
that I have the opportunity to speak with is
excited about his or her mission.  I am
impressed by everyone’s professionalism,
commitment and courage.  You have every
right to be proud of your Soldier as well.  

I can see from the great volume of mail com-
ing and going, full internet cafes, and morale
phone lines that you and your Soldier are
keeping in touch.  As their commander, I want
to thank you for supporting your Soldier in
such a fine manner.  As tough and profes-
sional as our Soldiers are, they all miss you
and they miss their home.  I am encouraged by your pres-
ence in their lives despite the separation in miles.

Our days at Camp Virginia in Kuwait were filled with train-
ing in preparation for our move north.  Our entire
Regimental Combat Team moved into sector without acci-
dent or injury, a great feat accomplished due to the hard
work and concentration by our leaders and Soldiers.  We
assumed responsibility for our Area of Operations on 6
January.  We are in full swing now and our units are really
making a positive difference in Iraq.

Unfortunately, just before we assumed our mission, we suf-
fered the loss of SPC Teewia, a member of CSM

Wagoner’s personal security team.  SSG Shriner, SSG
Jacks, and PV2 Howes were all wounded and have
returned to duty.  CSM Wagoner, who was wounded, is
recovering quickly!  We are relieved that he was not more
seriously injured.  He is missed by all and we continue to

keep him, Antoinette and Abby in our thoughts
and prayers.  We are most fortunate to have
CSM Atchley as our new Regimental
Command Sergeant Major, and  welcome
both he and his wife, Joann, to the Currahee
family.  In addition, we welcome CSM Fields
to the 1-61st CAV.

As I circulate throughout our area of opera-
tion, it is evident that our Currahees have pre-
pared well for the mission here.  The positive
impact of all the long hours, training, and
ranges are felt everyday as our Soldiers con-
duct operations, safely and effectively.

On behalf of our Soldiers, thank you again for your unwa-
vering support.  I encourage you to stay connected with
your Family Readiness Group, they are my information
pipeline to you.  Finally, I appreciate your efforts in sup-
porting one another, especially those junior Soldiers’ fami-
lies experiencing their first separation.  Your example and
involvement in their lives has a direct impact on our mis-
sion and will affect our Army for years to come.

Take care and may God bless you richly.  

CURRAHEE!!
COL Vail 

Environmental Leave started February 1st and will cut off 
approximately September 29th. For more information about 
EML contact your unit S-1. All Soldiers are required to attend 
mandatory briefings prior to departure.

Environmental Leave started February 1st and will cut off 
approximately September 29th. For more information about 
EML contact your unit S-1. All Soldiers are required to attend 
mandatory briefings prior to departure.



BAGHDAD —On a bright winter’s day in east-
ern Baghdad, two brothers from Mobile, Alabama,
reenlisted for the love of their country, the Army
and big bucks Jan. 25.

SSG Brandon Lloyd, two years older than
SSG Jeff Lloyd, hosted his brother at Forward
Operating Base Rustamiyah.  Jeff’s commander,
platoon leader and platoon sergeant traveled with
him from Camp Liberty to witness the historic joint
oath of office.

While Brandon is the older of the two, Jeff
enlisted in the Alabama National Guard before
Brandon came on active duty.  Jeff later enlisted
in the active duty Army and sustained serious
injuries in Operation Iraqi Freedom while serving
with 1st Cavalry Division in the Baghdad area just
more than a year ago.

With the love of his family, Jeff stood with
Brandon proudly, as 1LT Sangdo Choi, Brandon’s
platoon leader, led them in the reenlistment oath.  

“It is nice to see my brother and hard to
describe how much it means to me to reenlist with
Brandon,” said SSG Jeff Lloyd.  He went on to describe
how as each other’s only sibling, they remain close from
growing up together in Semmes, Alabama, near Mobile.
They counted on and supported each other then and
they still do. Just two weeks ago, Brandon volunteered
to provide medical coverage for a convoy so he could
visit Jeff at the turn-around point.

Jeff serves as a mechanic supervisor for 10th
Brigade Support Battalion, 10th Mountain Division,
based at Fort Drum, New York, currently stationed at
Camp Victory near the international airort while Brandon
is based out of Fort Campbell, Kentucky with the
Currahee Cav.

Brandon reenlisted for five years  and Jeff for six
years and each received a sizable bonus. Brandon also
received current station stabilization which helped him
and his wife, Deanna, decide their future plans.

“I’m saving to buy a house with my wife.  My Mom’s in
Real Estate and we hope she can help us find the right
place,” said SSG Brandon Lloyd.

Single brother Jeff said, “I’ll pay a few debts and fix up
my ’79 Dodge hot rod truck.”

Jeff and Brandon realized their mother had mixed feel-
ings about them being in Iraq together.  “We reenlisted on
Mom’s birthday on purpose,” said Brandon. “She under-
stands that as noncommissioned officers we want and
need to be here.  She knows we both love the military and
our country.”

The brothers Lloyd hope to see each other a few more

times while serving in Iraq.  Their trust as brothers and
their oath as noncommissioned officers in the Army keep
them going strong.

Brothers in Baghdad reenlist
Story by CPT James Lowe

(Top) SSGs Brandon and Jeff Lloyd raise their
right hands during their reenlistment ceremo-
ny.

(Bottom) 1LT Sangdo Choi gives the oath of
enlistment to SSGs Brandon and Jeff Lloyd.

Contributed Photos
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BAGHDAD-“Today we’re basically doing a sweep of
this area, looking for weapon caches,” said SSG Robert
Kinney, a howitzer chief for 506th Regimental Combat
Team’s 4th Battalion, 320th Field Artillery Regiment, Bravo
Battery.

The Tomahawks do these missions all the time. What
makes today a little different is the fact that today it is a
joint effort between the battalion and the Iraqi Public Order
Brigade. The POB, armed with AK-47’s, will work side by
side with the American Soldiers, walking with them every
step of the way. Every room in every home where our
Soldiers search for the weapons of the enemies of Iraq,
these native troops will be by their side.

“We have worked with the POB’s before, we did an
operation like this one two weeks ago,” SSG Kinney said.

“This gives the Iraqi people a sense of comfort.
Instead of having just Americans coming we have the
POB. It is better for them to see people that are from their
culture working with us,” said 1SG Marcus Williams of
Bravo Battery. “Having the POB with us is the right thing to
do.”

“My perception is that this is a relatively peaceful area
of operations. The threat here is more criminal activity,”
said CPT Gary Pina, the battery commander. “This is strict-
ly joint,” CPT Pina said. “This is more of an intelligence
based operation. Engagement with the locals is where we
get a lot of our information.”

Patrols like this are a task that is commonly associated
with the infantry, but these Soldiers are confident they are
ready for these operations.

“Yeah, we spent quite a bit of time training,” said PFC
Travis Rice, a cannon crew member. “I feel like we know
what we’re doing, and if I don’t know, I feel confident my
NCOs will point me in the right direction.” 

After hours of trudging through dirt and rubble; search-
ing over, under and inside homes and structures, 4-320th
FA and their Iraqi counterparts were rewarded. At the end
of this patrol, they had located a 1,500 pound piece of ordi-
nance. Finds like this ensure a safer Iraq. 
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Operation Operation 
TTen Bears...en Bears...

SGT Michael Fiorella holds a confiscated
rocket-propelled grenade launcher. Two Iraqi
POB's led American troops to the weapon.

Story and photos by PFC Paul David Ondik
Keeping Iraq safe



(Right) SSG Robert Kinney climbs a wall
searching for weapon caches during a
patrol in Baghdad January 23.

(Below) CPT Gary Pina, battery commander
for 4-320th FA Bravo Battery, helps an Iraqi
POB with his rifle.
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•The 4th Battalion, 320th Field Artillery Regiment deploys 
world wide within 36 hours. 

•The Tomahawks provide direct supporting fires for the 506th 
Regimental Combat Team, 101st Airborne Division (Air 
Assault).

•On order, 4th Battalion, 320th Field Artillery Regiment 
conducts air assault operations in support of the brigade 
scheme of maneuver. 

•The 4th Battalion 320th Field Artillery Regiment has no 
history and like the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), prior 
to World War II, the Battalion will have its rendezvous with 
destiny.

•The 4th Battalion will follow the 320th Field Artillery 
Regiment's distinguished historic example in defending 
America. 

Quick Facts about 4-320th FA
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America. 

Quick Facts about 4-320th FA
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Iraqi Public Order Brigade troops worked
together with forces of the 506th Regimental
Combat Team, locating and questioning sus-
pects.

Photos by PFC Paul David Ondik



SALMAN PAC, Iraq – After mount-
ing up at o’ dark thirty, traveling to
Salman Pac and waiting for the right
moment, the Troops of 1st Squadron,
61st Cavalry Regiment joined ele-
ments of the 2nd and 3rd Public Order
Battalions in a surprise raid on a
neighborhood where suspected terror-
ist were staying.

After Currahee Cav Soldiers
warned the residents to lay down their
weapons, the Soldiers and the POB
detained more than six high value
suspects and questioned a large num-
ber of young men allegedly associat-
ed with those individuals. 

The raid helped prevent large
scale violence predicted for the time
after the election results were
released.  Intelligence sources gave
reports which previously had emanat-
ed from this area south of Baghdad.  

“Maybe our effort this morning dis-
rupted their efforts in attacking the
Shias and the coalition,” said LTC
Brian Winski, commander of 1-61st
Cav. “We adhered to rule number one,
we found the bad guys without creat-
ing more bad guys.”

The Troops of the 1-61st Cav and
POB battalions clogged the roads with
armored vehicles and police vehicles
as they swarmed the encampment.

A search of the lush grounds
flanking the Tigris River, laced with
orange and palm trees, yielded a
handful of illegal weapons but the
main find was the people believed to
be big players in attacking coalition
forces and trafficking in illegal arms,
said CPT Jason Lucero, intelligence
officer for 1-61st Cav.

Bomb sniffing dogs alerted to
explosive remnants on several of the
detainees.  

Troops also searched an island in
the Tigris River.  Boats ferried coali-
tion forces and POB soldiers to the
difficult to reach land mass.  Several
potential cache sites were identified
and noted for further investigation.

The key to the
operation was the brav-
ery and audacity of the
Iraqi POB Soldiers, who
led the way into the
houses.  Dressed in a
collection of different
uniforms and some-
times masked to con-
ceal their identities from
the very suspects they
corralled, the POB
Soldiers showed great
discipline and were
able to reassure the
youths and women who
also were staying at the
site. 

The results in indi-
viduals captured war-
ranted the coordinated
and well-executed effort
between both 1-61st
Cav and the POBs.
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Operation Warrior Intercept...
POB and Currahee Cav capture suspects
Story by CPT James Lowe

As the operatin wore on, neighborhood children made their
way to school, weaving through vehicles of the 506th
Regimental Combat Team’s 1-61st Cavalry, and those of the
Public Order Brigade.

Snipers watch over the Tigris River,
while Soldiers below conduct water-
borne operations.



506th  MiTT  
Trains  Iraqi  Commandos

Story and photos by SGT Tanasha Stachelczyk
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he Iraqi Army and Soldiers from
the 506th Regimental Combat
Team, Brigade Military Training

Team, are working together to train
incoming Iraqi Soldiers of the 2nd
Brigade, 6th Division, in eastern
Baghdad.

A key feature of the training is lan-
guage.  Many of the Iraqi Army
Soldiers are beginning to learn
English as many of the 506th Soldiers
have picked up phrases in Arabic.

Two Soldiers, SSG Don Brantley
and 1LT Michael Kay, from the MiTT
team in particular are working to train

the specialized commandos for this
brigade of the Iraqi Army.

“The commandos are the equiva-
lent to the scouts in our Army,” said
1LT Kay, trainer of the commandos.

“Some of the men joined the I.A in
2003,” said LT Ali Sahib Allec, Iraqi
trainer for the commandos. “I learned
English from a Special Forces guy in
ICDC. The ICDC was the Iraqi Army
before it was actually named the Iraqi
Army,” said LT Allec.

Allec speaks fluently enough that
he does not need a translator, said
SSG Brantley.

The American Soldiers are
teaching us a lot. These guys are the
best in the whole world. We are learn-
ing a lot from them, said LT Allec.

“Most of the Soldiers are learning
to speak English. Even if they can’t

speak it, they understand when we
talk to them. They work hard,” said
1LT Kay.  The months of training have
led to sustained growth as the com-
mandos do more and more missions
in Baghdad.

“They go out on missions and
search for IED’s, conduct raids and
other missions,” said SSG Brantley.
We constantly repeat the training so
they have mental experience when
they out on missions, said SSG
Brantley. 

“Our sole purpose here is to make
sure the Iraqi Army is capable of
defending and supporting their own
country,” said SSG Brantley.  The
overall mission of the 506th RCT is to
provide this training so that Iraqi
forces can accept full responsibility for
eastern Baghdad.

(Far Left) During a training
exercise the I.A learn to
clear rooms in eastern
Baghdad by the 506th
Brigade MiTT team.

(Top) SSG Don Brantley
goes over training infor-
mation with an Iraqi
Officer.

(Left) A soldier practices
close quarters battle. 
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SGTJustin Koiver, a soldier in 72nd
Military Police who is attached to 1- 61st
Cavalry, and Rexx the dog search for
IED's and components in Jisar Dijlah
January 11.

(OPPOSITE) Soldiers talk with a local
civilian in Jisar Dijlah.
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“RRexxxx  the  Wonderdog”
Trained at Lackland Air Force base
for three months.

The program is a total of three years.

Rexx has already completed one
year.

Rexx is part of 72nd MP and is
attached to 1-61st Cav.



1-61 Cavalr1-61 Cavalr yy......
On PatrolOn Patrol

1st Squadron 61st Cavalry, Bravo
Troop moved carefully through the
crowded streets. They stopped at
each open shop and market in an
effort not only to greet the shop own-
ers and townspeople of Jisar Dijlah,
but also to allow a highly trained spe-
cialist to attempt to locate improvised
explosive devices and the parts used
to assemble them.

The specialist's name is Rexx, he
is a dog.

"The dogs spend three years in

the program," said SGT Justin Koiver,
who is a member of the 72nd Military
Police out of Fort Bliss, Texas, but is
attached to the 1-61st Cav. "I've been
working with Rexx here for a year. We
receive three months of training at
Lackland Air Force Base to learn how
to work with the dogs," SGT Koiver
said. "The Iraqis kind of stay out of his
way."

"Some of the shops might be
closed, because of the Hajj," said CPT
William Arnold, Bravo Troop com-
mander. "You can equate it to a labor
day, slash Christmas, slash whatever,"
CPT Arnold said. "It is important that

we be culturally aware if we are going
to be entering people's shops."

The patrol begins at a Force
Protection Service checkpoint at the
bottom of the main street, but the
Soldiers leave its confines almost
immediately. Patrols such as this one
keep the terrorists off balance as well
as contribute to the unit's freedom of
movement in their area of operations,
said CPT Arnold. "A lot of materials
might not look like an IED, that's why
we got the dog." 

The most surpris-
ing aspect of the
patrol is the reaction
of the civilian popu-
lace. The people of
Jasir Dijlah are living
in a state of abject
poverty that would be
shocking to an
American civil-
ian. On top of
that, they per-
severe under
the constant
threat of sud-
den and indis-
criminate vio-
lence within
their communi-
ty. Yet, almost
to a person,

they greet these foreign troops
with warm smiles, welcoming
them to enter their private busi-
nesses, and freely discussing
the latest news. 

Soldiers and townspeople
exchange greetings in Arabic. A
translator is on hand to facilitate
communication. As the Soldiers
move up the avenue, children
gather around them pointing
and asking if they have brought
any soccer balls. These crowds
can become a nuisance, but
the young Iraqis provide vital
intelligence on the enemies of

their nations budding democracy.
Over the course of the mission,

the troops move through the market-
place, mingling with masses. Later
they investigate a lead on a suspected
source of IED's close to the area, a
lead that was made possible by previ-
ous operations just like this one.

There are no explosive's or IED
precursors located by Bravo Troop on
this day. What is gained is a strength-
ening of the bonds between Soldier
and civilian in their fight against the
enemies of Iraq.

"It was a good presence out there
today. We gave them a much different
view of these troops," said CPT
Arnold. "We now know there is noth-
ing in this immediate area, so we can
say that we've made these people a
little safer," he said. "And we're only in
week two."

Story and Photos by PFC Paul David Ondik
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•The 61st Cavalry traces its lineage to the 601st 
Tank Destroyer Battalion. The 601st was activated 
August 19, 1941 and deployed to England on August 
2, 1942.

•In North Africa, the Battalion participated in the 
battles of Ousseltia Valley, Sbeitla, Kasserine Pass, 
El Guettar (for which it was awarded the Presidential 
Unit Citation for destroying 37 tanks in 24 hours) and 
Mateur.

•In Southern France, SSG Clyde Choate of C Co, 
601st was awarded the Medal of Honor for his 
actions near the town of Bruyeres, France on 25 
October 1944. During the 16-day battle at Colmar, 
the Battalion succeeded in destroying 18 enemy 
tanks and dozens of enemy fortifications. It was 
during this battle that Audie Murphy earned the 
Medal of Honor by single-handedly defeating a 
German attack atop a 601st M10 Tank Destroyer.

•On 16 August 2004, the 1st Squadron, 61st Cavalry 
Regiment was activated as part of the 4th BCT, 
101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, KY. The 
heritage of the 601st Tank Destroyer Battalion is 
now forged in our Squadron. We will add to that rich 
history and heritage through our actions during our 
next rendezvous with destiny in Iraq.

1st Squadron, 61st Cavalry 
Regiment
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BAGHDAD-- Every Soldier has a story. 
The power and effectiveness of the Army’s units of

operation is based in the ability of individuals to come
together and operate as a team. To integrate in this way,
each Solder must exemplify the qualities of leadership, as
well an inherent trust in their fellows to do the same. 

SSG Mark Mathews is a convoy commander in the
801st BSB, 506th Regimental Combat Team. His job is to
ensure that his Soldiers and the supplies they protect
make it from point “A” to point “B” through a combat zone,
in one piece. This task can be challenging, but it is a chal-
lenge that Matthews is uniquely equipped to meet.

“My last duty station was the Pentagon, and I’m able to
use a lot of the skills from the special schools I’ve been to
do this job here,” said SSG Mathews. “It’s interesting going
from driving chiefs of staff and heads of state, and now
using those same skills out here in Iraq,” SSG Matthews
said.

SSG Matthews leads the “Gamblers” of Convoy
Security Team 4, Bravo Company.

“He’s a really good leader. He keeps our morale up,
and when it comes to business, he knows how to crack
down,” said SPC Michael Fox, a light-wheel mechanic and
gunner. “We’ve got the best.”

“Before I was a Soldier, I was a cop in Concord,
Massachusetts,” said SSG Matthews, who has served in
the Army for eight years. He served in Kosovo, and was a
driver for BG Robert Dale, then GEN Charles Fletcher who
nominated him to go to the Pentagon. SSG Matthews
attended a variety of prestigious training schools, among
them the Anti-Terror Evasive Driving school.

“My job out there was at the executive motor pool,”
SSG Matthews said. “I drove a lot of what we call MODs,
or ministers of defense.”

Regardless, Forward Operating Base Rustamaya is
right where SSG Matthews wants to be.

“I’ll tell you this: even when I was at the Pentagon, I
wanted to be on-line working with the troops,” said SSG
Matthews. “I was given an opportunity only a handful of
drivers ever get, but I fought to be able to come here.”

NCO teaches Soldiers to stay alive through special training
Story by PFC Paul David Ondik

BAGHDAD — It’s a small room
with marble flooring two beds, a televi-
sion and a table. There are 10 female
Soldiers in one room and all you can
hear is talking. 

All of the women are in the Army
but surprisingly enough nine are in the
Iraqi Army and only one is a U.S.
Soldier. 

They are all part of the 2nd
Brigade, 6th Iraqi Army. They wear
uniforms just like Americans except
for when they leave the gate to con-
duct business. Like today all but three
are in uniforms.

“I don’t wear mine today because
of security. I am going out to interact
with civilians and it’s safer to wear
regular clothes,” said an Iraqi female
Soldier.

Many of the women hold jobs in
administration, medical, security and
mortuary affairs. They are well educat-
ed women who could not find jobs
anywhere else. This is due to the fact
that in order to get a job you need to
be related to someone who already
works there or be really good friends

with them.
“We started to work in the Iraqi

Army because we have families and
we need to support,” said the Iraqi
female Soldier.

Many of these women have never
worked before and this is their first
job.

“We like to work. We feel good
and hopefully there will be more
women in the Army once Baghdad is
safe,” said a different Iraqi female
Soldier.

“We one day want the freedom
that the U.S. has,” said the Soldier.

“We want what you have. We
want to be able to work hand and
hand with our males like you do in the
U.S. and be treated the same,” said
the first Soldier. “We are treated a
whole lot better than before because
they see how the Americans treat us.” 

“We even have women officers,
not many but we do. Eventually we all
want to become officers,” said an Iraqi
male officer.

“Some men are okay with the
women being officers and some are

not. But when they see how the
Americans treat their women in the
Army they act better,” said the first
Iraqi female Soldier.  “The soldiers try
to mimic everything the American
Soldiers do. They want to be like
them.”

The Iraqi soldiers are now being
trained by U.S. Soldiers so they can
eventually take control of their country
without the help of U.S. forces.

“We are just trying to make a
change and stop terrorism. We think
often about our sons and daughters
out there,” said the first female Iraqi
Soldier.  “We know that everyday a
Soldier dies laying down his life for
the freedom of his country and mine.
We all are ready to do the same for
our freedom.” 

These Soldiers want one day for
the threat of terrorist to stop and live
in peace.

“We want one day for the
Americans to be able to leave but to
come back as tourist and we all to get
along,” said the first female Iraqi
Soldier.

Female Iraqi soldiers speak up
Story by SGT Tanasha Stachelczyk
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The most important
mission for the Army at this
point of their engagement in
Iraq is their support of Iraqi
security forces. As time
goes on the Army turns
over more and more
responsibility back to their
Iraqi counterparts. Though
these Iraqi forces need us
less with each passing day,
it is still necessary for us to
support their efforts in this
transfer of authority.

The 506th Regimental
Combat Team, 801st
Brigade Support Battalion
convoys back and forth
from the Butler Range
Complex to support their

Iraqi Army brethren. 
“We know the enemy

has been placing IED’s on
the way to BRC,”  said 2LT
Oliver Karp, security team
leader for team two. “We
know the enemy wears
civilian clothes to blend in
with the populace, and we
know there’s probably an
informant somewhere,
spilling the beans, and
that’s why we’re switching
up the times a little bit,” 2LT
Karp said.

These convoys carry all
manner of supplies north, to
a base where Iraqi forces
outnumber Americans by at
least five to one.

“This base is now
called Besmaya, that is the
name the Iraqis gave to it,”
said Air Force Tech. Sgt.
Mike Marzec, the temporary
mayor of the base. “Those
right there are noncommis-
sioned officers of the
Tigers,” said Tech. Sgt.
Marzec, motioning to a
large group of Iraqi troops
exiting a tower with note-
books. The Tigers are
tasked with force protection
at the base. There are also
a large number of Besmaya
Eagles now in training to
become military police.

“This base is very
dependant on these supply

convoys, they are our
lifeblood,” said Tech. Sgt.
Marzec.

“We don’t have any
wells out here, the water,
fuel, and supplies are very
important,” Tech. Sgt.
Marzec said. “So every-
body’s pretty happy when
the log pack shows up.”

The security teams that
accompany these convoys
are trained to handle any-
thing the road may throw at
them.

“It’s a squad based
team. It’s brings you togeth-
er as a team, knowing your
going out with the same
group. You know what
everyone is going to do,”
said PFC Charles Mosteller,
a driver with team 2. He
enjoys the excitement that
comes with the job.

“I just like going out on
convoys. I think it’s a lot of
fun, better than stayingon
the FOB all the time,” PFC
Mosteller said.

Reaching the destina-
tion is really only half of the
journey for these Soldiers.
Once the supply mission is
complete, they still have to
make their way back to
their FOB.

“Beautiful day, got to
see some of the real
Baghdad. I almost went
over and bought my self a
bunch of falafel. I should
have,” said 2LT Karp.

PFC Derek Lehmann,
a gunner with 801st
BSB, Convoy
Security Team 2,
scans the Iraqi
streets from a speed-
ing Humvee.

Unit supplies U.S. and Iraqi forces
Story and photo by PFC Paul David Ondik
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BAGDAD — It’s 4 a.m. and still
hours before the sun rises over
Baghdad.  While Iraq sleeps, a small
group of Soldiers is preparing to hit
the streets.  They move quietly and
purposefully through the darkness,
double checking their humvees and
weapons systems.  A last-minute
check of the route and the men mount
up.  They’re all thinking about their
duty: to escort their senior leader, and
get him back safely.

Only a select few Soldiers of the
506th Regimental Combat Team have
been chosen for this duty.  They know
the risks of the road.  Improvised
explosive devices, car bombs, gunfire,
and other terrorist actions are still a
danger to Soldiers on the move.  

If they don’t protect their com-
manders, who will?  The Personal
Security Detachment is always ready
to roll. 

“We don’t tell people what we’re
doing or when we’re going,” said SSG
David Thompson, the senior member
of the 506th PSD.  “There’s no way to
plan an attack on us because we’re
random.”

Such efforts are taken to keep the

506th’s most senior leaders safe from
harm when they inevitably have to
move around Baghdad.  The leader-
ship will occasionally check up on
other Forward Operating Bases, or
look in on the Regiment’s Military
Transition Teams, who help train Iraqi
forces to take over the security of their
country.

Where the leaders go, so goes
the PSD.

PFC Paul Sullivan, a driver with
the PSD team, always has to be
ready to roll.

“The most important thing for me
to do as a driver is to stay alert,” said
PFC Sullivan.  “I keep an eye out for
anything suspicious, and have my
gunner looking out the back.  Pretty
much, be aware of your surroundings
at all times.”

The nature of their duty makes
personal time scarce.  They don’t
always know where they’ll be sleeping
the next night, so any chance they get
to sleep in their own beds is a treat.

While waiting to go back out on
the road, the PSD performs mainte-
nance on their vehicles, weapons, and
equipment.  While waiting to return

from other FOBs, they catch up on
sleep and fight boredom with activities
like football and combatives practice.

With the sacrifices come rewards,
and the PSD looks positively on the
opportunity to see more of Baghdad
than many other Soldiers will.

“It’s better than just sitting back at
the FOB,” said SSG Thompson.  He
then listed off the amenities of each
Forward Operating Base.  Camp
Loyalty has the best chow, but Liberty
has the best Post Exchange.  They try
to make seafood night at Rustamiyah
on Fridays.  They get to visit their fel-
low Soldiers at other FOBs.

The PSD is always happy to
return to their own rooms upon bring-
ing their leaders back safely.  They’d
probably like to spend more time
there, but they know the mission
comes first.  Nothing is more satisfy-
ing than a successful mission.

SSG Thompson smiles as he
thinks about the best thing he can say
about the life of the Personal Security
Detachment.

“There’s never a dull moment,” he
says. What more can a Currahee
Soldier ask for?

Inside Look....
506th RCT Security Detachment rides hard

Story and photo by PFC Alex Cook

Currahees name new command sergeant major
Story by PFC Alex Cook

BAGHDAD – MG Thomas Turner officially named
CSM Mark Atchley as the command sergeant major of the
506th Regimental Combat Team on Wednesday, January
11th.

CSM Atchley was selected from among nine potential
candidates who interviewed with COL Thomas D. Vail, the
506th’s Brigade Commander and MG Thomas Turner,
Commanding General of the 101st Airborne Division
(AASLT).  

He takes over from CSM Michael Wagoner, who sus-
tained injuries which required his redeployment.

CSM Atchley joined the Marines in 1981, then the
Army in 1986.  He has served in every infantry brigade in
the 101st Airborne Division (AASLT).  He also served in
the 1st Battalion, 506th Infantry Regiment, 2nd Infantry

Division stationed in the Korean demilitarized zone before
its inactivation when the designation was moved to Fort
Campbell in October 2005.

CSM Atchley recently served the 506th RCT as
Battalion Command Sergeant Major for 1st Squadron, 61st
Cavalry Regiment before his selection as Regimental
Command Sergeant Major.

CSM Atchley and COL Vail unfurled the 506th
Regimental Colors for the first time since World War II at
Camp Loyalty in Baghdad recently.

“It’s a very humbling experience to be selected as
Brigade Command Sergeant Major for the Currahees,”
said CSM Atchley.  “There is so much pride in this brigade,
especially in this time frame.”
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Lines of booted feet pound the
concrete, and the rumble of tracked
vehicles moved through the still
night air. In the shadow of the Iraqi
Olympic village the raid was on.

"The mission tonight is to cor-
don and search this building for
improvised explosive devices and
parts. This is a suspected transfer
sight," said CPT David Baer, 3rd
Battalion, 67th Armored Regiment,
506th Regimental Combat Team,
Alpha Company Commander. This
armored unit, stationed at Forward
Operating Base Rustamiyah, is now
attached to the 506th RCT.

"It's a good battalion, good lead-
ership, good soldiers," said 1LT
Matthew Bandi, officer in charge of
the Battalion S-1. "We've recently
transformed to being a unit of
action, so the battalion looks a lot
different than the last Operation
Iraqi Freedom rotation," 1LT Bandi
said. "I feel pretty good about being
attached to the 506th. I went to Air
Assault School with the 101st and
kind of enjoyed that, I know the
song and everything," said 1LT
Bandi.

This particular operation is a
showcase for the particular
strengths of 3-67 AR. "The humvees
came into the cordon, the Bradleys
came in to drop off the rifle squads,
we have the canine and the swim
team," said CPT Baer. The "swim
team" adds an amphibious capability
to 3-67 AR.

"This source is 75 percent accu-
rate, which is as good as you're
gonna' get," said CPT Baer, referring to the intelligence
source that lead them to this particular business. Inside the
building were guards hired privately. These individuals
were identified, searched, questioned and separated from
the action while the structure was searched. 

"If you do a good rehearsal, everyone will be able to
execute your plan, whatever happens," said CPT Baer,
explaining the preparations necessary for this type of oper-
ation to 1LT Bandi, who will soon be leading a platoon in
Alpha Company.

"This is alright; it's different than just patrolling. As long
as you organize it right, everything goes off," said PFC

Kirill Blajievski, an infantryman with Alpha Company tasked
with watching over the detained local national guards.
"These guys have been alright, we've been giving them
cigarettes and trying to keep them in good spirits," PFC
Blajievski said.

"We've treated the suspects well. The local people see
that and they know that this team is good. This makes
them want to come forward with more information," said
CPT Baer. "This is just a small piece of the pie, we didn't
find anything tonight, but it puts us in a better position for
the future," CPT Baer said. "On a mission like this, we're a
success, even if we don't find anything."

Story and photo by PFC Paul David Ondik

SGT Jason Roller, 3-67th Armor Regiment, removes restraints
from a suspect during a cordon and search near the Olympic
Village in Baghdad.

3-67 AR takes to the streets
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BAGHDAD--The humvee speeds down a well traveled
route just south of Baghdad. The roadway is slick and
muddy as a result of rain showers earlier in the day. It’s a full
truck: driver, team commander, two troops in the backseats
and the gunner. 

The troops inside the vehicle scan their sectors for any-
thing suspicious. It’s almost impossible to catch everything
and process it, what with the rain, how fast the vehicle is
traveling, keeping distance with the vehicle ahead, and
keeping tabs on the truck that’s trailing. Trash and debris is
everywhere along the sides of the route. 

A casual observer would not blame one for missing or
disregarding a green bag lying in the mud. 

In the distance the triggerman, watching through the
zoom lens of a video camera, hits the send button on a
cheap cell phone, detonating the Improvised Exploding
Device on target.

The preceding events did not take place, because of the
Soldiers of 1st Squadron, 61st Cavalry Regiment, Alpha
Troop, and a couple of inquisitive kids.

“We are doing a route up at the intersection. Then, later,
we’re going to head up to watch this car wash that may be
an IED source,” said SSG Michael Ketchum, a cavalry
scout. 

No sooner did the trucks pull up to a shop by the side of
the road than they were approached by a pair of Iraqi chil-
dren. Through an interpreter, they communicated that there
was an IED in a sandbag, maybe a 150 meters up the route.
SSG Ketchum occupied the kids, giving them a soccer ball

and some pens.
“We have a box right outside the S-5 [Civil Affairs] office

full of stuff to give out to the Iraqi children,” said SFC James
Walker, a Fire Support Sergeant with 1- 61st Cav. “The S-5
tasks out Soldiers to go out and Meet and Greet,” meaning
to talk to and greet local civilians.

The bag was observed with a variety of equipment,
while the area was cordoned off to prevent travel. The trucks
were posted a safe distance from the suspected IED and
personnel at the checkpoints alerted motorists to stop. The
call was put out to call in not only US Army EOD, but also
elements of the Iraqi Security Forces.

“The time it takes for EOD to arrive is priority based. It
also depends on the existence of the supply route,” said
PFC Maximilian Youell, a cavalry scout and driver. “This is
not the first time we’ve found one,” said PFC Youell.

When EOD arrived, they sent out a robot with imaging
equipment to make a positive identification on the contents
of the bag. It was in fact a pair of artillery rounds, with a cell
phone attached for use as a remote detonator. 

The children’s home was located, so that they could be
rewarded for their help in making Iraq safe. Finally the IED
was safely detonated by EOD, so that there would be no
chance of it harming anyone.

“That’s cool, another day of work, one less bomb,” said
PFC Youell.

“That was a lot better than watching a carwash, at least
this way we know for sure that we got to save some lives,”
SSG Ketchum said.

Children alert Soldiers to IED
Story by PFC Paul David Ondik
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The Postal Rodeo will be at 
Forward Operating Base 
Loyalty February 15th and 
then again March 1st.

The Postal Rodeo will last 
anywhere from two to three 
days. All Soldiers should 
plan ahead to ensure 
packages are mailed out to 
family and friends on time. 
Packages take 
approximately 10 to 14 days 
to arrive.

For more information about 
the location and times of 
your local Post Office 
please contact your unit 
mailroom.
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Currahee Reenlistments...
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UNIT NAME    GRADE NAME
1-506th SFC RYAN ALFARO 
1-506th SGT ERIC BROWN 
1-506th SSG LARRY CAMPBELL
1-506th SGT CAMPBELL, STEVEN
1-506th SPC BRIAN  CROUTHAMEL
1-506th SFC CHARLES GILMER 
1-506th SSG WALTER GOTT
1-506th SPC STEVEN MELTON 
1-506th SSG BRIAN RIFFE 
1-506th SSG CHRISTOPHER ROBERTS 
1-506th SGT ROBERT ROELLIG 
1-506th SFC ROOSEVELT WHETSTONE 

1-61st Cav SGT PATRICK ANDERSON 
1-61st Cav SPC RAYMOND CARR 
1-61st Cav SGT SCOTT DELAY
1-61st Cav SGT GREGORY DESSE 
1-61st Cav SSG JEFFREY GORSKI 
1-61st Cav SSG DARIUS  INYARD 
1-61st Cav SSG BRANDON  LLOYD 
1-61st Cav SPC AMAR  MUNDZAHASIC 
1-61st Cav PFC GUILLERMO  PARRA
1-61st Cav SPC BRIAN SCHMIDT
1-61st Cav SSG JEFFERY STEVENS 
1-61st Cav SSG RICHARD TAYLOR 
1-61st Cav SSG JASON WALBERER 

2-506th SGT ADAM COMSTOCK 
2-506th SGT LEE  HELMS 
2-506th SPC EDWARD LEVY
2-506th SSG CAESAR  LLANEZ 
2-506th SPC CHRISTOPHER  NELSON 
2-506th SPC ERIC  THORSTAD 
2-506th SSG JOSEPH  WEATHERFORD 

4-320th SSG JAMES  BEARDEN 
4-320th SSG JEREMY CISSELL
4-320th SPC BRANDON  COFFEY
4-320th SGT TRAVIS  DUNN 
4-320th SGT GEORGE  FIGUEROA
4-320th SFC ADRIAN  GARZA
4-320th SGT KENDRIK GIBSON 
4-320th SGT JUAN  HERNANDEZ 
4-320th SPC PATRICK HOEKSTRA
4-320th SPC RANDAL JERNIGAN 
4-320th SPC KEVIN  LAW 
4-320th SSG ROGER  MATTHEWS 
4-320th SSG THOMAS  MCCABE 
4-320th SSG HERMAN MORRIS 
4-320th SSG SHURLAND  PIERRE 
4-320th SPC JAMES  POUNDS 
4-320th SPC BENJAMIN  RICHARDSON 
4-320th SPC MARSHALL SCABET

4-320th SGT TIMOTHY SINNETT
4-320th SSG EDWARD  SMITH 
4-320th SPC ANDRE  SONNE 
4-320th SSG DARRIN  VICKERS 

4TH BTB SFC JAMES FORD 
4TH BTB SGT ANTONIO  JEFFERSON 
4TH BTB SGT ERIC  ROYER 
4TH BTB SSG JAMES  STRICKLAND 

801st BSB SPC ERIC BARROW 
801st BSB SSG ANTONIA BARTON 
801st BSB SGT EDWARD  BAUMAN 
801st BSB SPC DAVID  BRASKET
801st BSB SGT WADE  BYKER 
801st BSB SSG VICTOR  CASTILLO 
801st BSB SPC KENNETH  CLARK 
801st BSB SGT JEREMY CUMMINGS
801st BSB SPC FABIANO  DAGAMA
801st BSB SSG TERENCE  DANIEL
801st BSB SPC LUIS  DESANTIAGO 
801st BSB SGT KISTLER  FLETCHER 
801st BSB SSG WILLIAM  FRAAS 
801st BSB SSG JOSHUA FRAZEE 
801st BSB SGT BRADLEY GOSNELL
801st BSB SSG DAVID  GULAS 
801st BSB SGT JEREMIAH  HAFER 
801st BSB SPC JON  HAMMACK 
801st BSB SSG TERRI  HENDRICKS 
801st BSB PFC CHARLES HODGES 
801st BSB SSG JAMES  HOOD 
801st BSB PFC JARED  IACOLINO 
801st BSB SPC TIFFANY JENKINS 
801st BSB SPC ERIK  KUNTZ 
801st BSB SSG TRAVIS  LAMB 
801st BSB SGT JOSE  LANGUREN 
801st BSB SGT KEVIN  LONG
801st BSB SGT NINECA MCCOWAN 
801st BSB SGT RICKIE  MOORE 
801st BSB SSG JAMES  MYERS 
801st BSB SGT JOSHUA PORTER 
801st BSB SSG STEPHEN  ROGERS 
801st BSB SFC JIMMIE  SANDERS 
801st BSB SGT NATHANIAL SCHULTZ 
801st BSB SGT GERALD  SEWELL
801st BSB SPC FELIPE  VEGA
801st BSB SGT JONATHAN  WELCH 
801st BSB SPC RONALD  WHITE 
801st BSB SGT PAUL WISEN 

HHC SSG CESAR  GUERRA
HHC SPC RICHARD  MAREIRA
HHC SSG ALEX  TUFFOURMANU 
HHC SSG JEFFREY WALNOHA



Chaplain (MAJ) James Choi
506th RCT Chaplain

We took over our mission after a
year and a half preparation since our
unit stood up, and after the long
Reception, Staging, Onward
Movement and Integration period in
Kuwait and here in Baghdad.  I
observed our Soldiers were highly
motivated and ready to carry on our
mission.  I, personally, am glad to be
here to minister to our
Soldiers.

However, it is hard
not to admit that
deployment has many
facets of hardships.  It
is hard to be separat-
ed from our loved
ones for a long period
of time.   We miss our
spouses, children, and
other family members
we dearly love.  There
are dangers of IED’s,
snipers and other
threats out there.  All
of us continue our
mission bravely even
though we know that
our mission is not
training any more.  

These are just a few
hardships we have to
deal with during our deployment.  In
addition, we are confined in this limit-
ed space for 24 hours a day 7 days a
week until we redeploy back to Fort
Campbell. We share the same space
with our fellow Soldiers all the time.
We work together, eat three times a
day in the same dining facility, many
of us have room mates to share living
spaces.  

People get on our nerves intention-
ally and unintentionally.  That means
we have to learn how to live together
more patiently and harmoniously.  In
this kind of environment, we need to
consider others more closely.  We
need to exercise tolerance more. We
need to be team players to accom-
plish our mission more effectively. Yet,
that is not always an easy task.

Mother Teresa of Calcutta once
gave wonderful advice how to live har-
moniously and pleasantly.  In the title

of ‘Love them Anyway,’ she wrote,
“People are unreasonable, illog-

ical, and self-centered. Love them
anyway. If you are kind, people
may accuse you of selfish ulterior
motives. Be kind anyway. If you
are successful, you will win some
false friends and true enemies.
Succeed anyway. The good you

do today will be forgotten tomor-
row. Be good anyway. Honesty
and frankness will make you vul-
nerable. Be honest and frank any-
way. What you spend years build-
ing may be destroyed overnight.
Build anyway. People need help,
but may attack you if you try to
help them. Help them anyway. In
the final analysis, it is between
you and God. It never was
between you and them anyway.”

It is true that
none of us are per-
fect and we tend to
live self-centered
lives. But if all of us
try to understand
each other better
and to make a posi-
tive influence on
each other, our
deployment doesn’t
need to be as bad
as we think.  

I am proud of
you all for your dedi-
cation and hard work
to establish freedom
in this land.  I want
to encourage all of
you to remember
that we are not
alone because there
are many people out

there thinking of us, caring for us, and
praying for us.  God bless you all.  
Our Chaplains work hard to meet your
spiritual needs.  Chaplains will be glad
to talk with you when you need help.
Also each FOB offers different wor-
ship opportunities for you.  Come and
worship together.  See your chaplains
for various service ours and other
chapel activities.
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From the Chaplain...

“People are unreasonable, illogical, and self-cen-
tered. Love them anyway. If you are kind, people
may accuse you of selfish ulterior motives. Be kind
anyway. If you are successful, you will win some
false friends and true enemies. Succeed anyway.
The good you do today will be forgotten tomorrow.
Be good anyway. Honesty and frankness will make
you vulnerable. Be honest and frank anyway. What
you spend years building may be destroyed
overnight. Build anyway. People need help, but may
attack you if you try to help them. Help them anyway.
In the final analysis, it is between you and God. It
never was between you and them anyway.”

......Mother Teresa of Calcutta



Mr. Rod Lowell
506th RCT Safety Officer

Safety Guy here!  First of all, let me congratulate you
on the great job everyone is doing in the area of safety.  I
found during my military career that it was always better to
be the one setting the standards, than the one trying to
meet someone else’s. 

The 506th Regimental Combat Team leadership has
not only set high safety standards, but the Soldiers of the
command have met, and exceeded them in almost every
instance.  

The goal of safety in our current environment is to
bring each and every member of the Currahee family
home safely.  

Maintaining the safety of our Soldiers is not an easy
task in a combat environment, however we can do certain
things to greatly reduce the risks we encounter. 

First of all, obey all signs on the Forward
Operating Base.  If the sign say’s “5 MPH”, “Ground
Guides Required”, or “No White Lights During Hours of
Darkness”, then obey the sign.  

Wear all appropriate Personal Protection Equipment.   
Ballistic eye wear should be worn anytime you are out-

side. Vehicle gunners should wear stripped body armor to
prevent snagging on the gun turret should they need to
drop into the vehicle in an emergency situation.  That
means no pouches of any type.  

Stay out of restricted areas and buildings. I have taped
off many of the off-limits areas with red or yellow crime
scene tape.  If an area is not taped off, but looks unsafe or
unstable, don’t go in it.  If it looks unsafe, it probably is.  

Continue conducting your pre, and post-mission briefs
and inspections. If you see an unsafe act, make an on-the-
spot correction.  If corrective action needs to be taken by
someone else, let that person know as soon as possible.  

If I can expedite the process, please let me know.
Keep the buzz word S-A-F-E-T-Y in mind at all times:

S - Stay Alert:  Whether you are crossing a street in
the FOB or on a vehicle patrol in an unsecured area, be
aware of your surroundings and the activities taking place
there. 

A - Always Use the Buddy System:  Work as a team.
You’ll find things go smoother and safer.

F - Fix Any Safety Issues:  If you see a safety problem
let the appropriate person know.        

E - Equip Yourself For The Mission At Hand:  Wear the
appropriate PPE for the task.  

T - Take the Time to Rehearse:  Conduct “What if this
happens…” talks, and roll-over and underwater egress
drills.

Y - You Are Responsible For Safety!   Each and every
soldier is responsible for correcting, reporting, or prevent-
ing any unsafe conduct or situation.

As I said earlier, you’re doing a great job.  However, as
with most things, there is always room for continued
improvement.  Together we’ll set even higher standards.  I
must tell you I enjoy sending a “No incidents today” report
to Division each night, and I’m sure they enjoy receiving it.
As the old sergeant in the Hill Street Blues TV show told
his people every day just before he sent them on patrol,
“Be safe out there, and take care of each other”.

The Safety Guy

Safety Guy Speaks...
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Video game ‘slackers’ target
of media fair

ORLANDO, Florida (Reuters) -
While many parents look at teenagers
tethered to video game controls and
see slackers, Dr. James “Butch”
Rosser, chief of minimally invasive
surgery at Beth Israel Medical Center
in Manhattan, sees potential sur-
geons. 

Rosser says laparoscopic sur-
geons who have played video games
can perform surgery 27 percent faster
with 37 percent fewer errors.
Laparascopy uses a scope to perform
abdominal or pelvic operations
through a small incision. 

Rosser’s video game skills study,
and his “Top Gun 4 Kids” surgical
skills games, are one of the features
of Otronicon, a unique 10-day digital
media festival under way this week in
Orlando, Florida. 

The festival, targeting 11- to 18-
year-olds, has the long-range strategy
of building a trained local work force
that can grapple with future digital
technology business. 

“Otronicon has a very unabashed
mission of using stealth learning,”
says Dr. Brian Tonner, a university
physics professor turned Orlando
Science Center president who staged
the event with the backing of the local
economic development community. 

“Video games are the hook to get
kids and their parents in here. But
once they’re here, they’re surrounded
by the educational component.” 

Like many mid-sized metropolitan
areas, Orlando dreams of becoming
the next great high-tech center. 

Otronicon’s mission is to steer
more middle- and high-school stu-
dents into the math and science class-
es they will need for future digital
media careers. 

“It’s kind of the chicken and egg
situation,” said Trent Flood,
spokesman for the Metro Orlando
Economic Development Commission.
“At the same time we’re trying to
attract additional business investment,
we’re also needing to encourage new

college level programming and we
also need to encourage students to
consider that for their future career
options.” 

Thus, school field trips are sched-
uled to bring in more than 1,100
Orlando-area middle and high school
students to get a taste of the science
and technology of game development
in workshops created by Full Sail Real
World Education, an Orlando-based
media arts college. 

In the evenings, Full Sail is
addressing parental concerns in work-
shops on subjects such as violence in
video games, and attempting to attract
more girls to the field through a spe-
cial “4-part Girls ‘N Games” program.
Throughout the event, visitors get to
try out cutting edge military, medical
and commercial simulators rarely
available to the general public that are
being showcased by local business. 

Left without a leg to stand
on...

PORTLAND, Oregon (Reuters) -
An Oregon man hurled both of his
prosthetic legs at a state trooper, strik-
ing him with one, after his son was
arrested on suspicion of drunken driv-
ing, police said on Monday.

The incident on Friday began
when the trooper stopped a sport utili-
ty vehicle going the wrong way on a
highway in southern Oregon.

The trooper at first detained only
the driver, Adam Kackstetter, 26, after
he became aggressive. But then his
father, Joel Kackstetter, 53, a passen-
ger in the vehicle, grew hostile, a
police spokesman said.

The senior Kackstetter charged at
the arresting officer several times
before the trooper knocked him to the
ground, according to the police report.

“Passenger removed a prosthetic
leg and threw it at trooper, hitting
trooper in chest. Passenger removed
second leg, threw it at trooper but
missed,” the report said.

The father and son face multiple
charges including assault on a public

safety officer.
“It got to be quite a dangerous sit-

uation. I think the officer used a lot of
discretion and restraint in the amount
of force that he used in this situation,”
said Ed Caleb, Klamath County dis-
trict attorney.

A lawyer for the Kackstetters
could not be immediately reached for
comment.

And the worst actor is...

LOS ANGELES (Reuters) - Tom
Cruise may have survived a Martian
attack in last year's remake of "War of
the Worlds," but he has failed to elude
Hollywood's movie police. 

The actor was among the con-
tenders announced on Monday for the
annual Razzie Awards, which "honor"
the worst achievements in film.

Cruise will compete for the year's
worst actor award with Will Ferrell
("Bewitched," "Kicking & Screaming"),
Jamie Kennedy ("Son of the Mask"),
Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson
("Doom") and Rob Schneider ("Deuce
Bigalow: European Gigolo").

The nominees were announced
by The Golden Raspberry Award
Foundation, a tongue-in-cheek organi-
zation that claims more than 700 vot-
ing members.

Foundation head John Wilson
said in an interview he did not think
Cruise's portrayal of a working-class
man in "War of the Worlds" was par-
ticularly credible.

While there were arguably worse
performances, Cruise's off-screen
antics, either in support of
Scientology, or in the throes of pas-
sion with new girlfriend Katie Holmes,
ensured he made the grade.

Indeed, Cruise was nominated
twice in the new category of most tire-
some tabloid target, which salutes "the
celebs we're all sick and tired of,"
Wilson said.

Cruise is already a Razzie winner,
sharing the honor with Brad Pitt for
worst screen couple in "Interview with
the Vampire.
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Iraqi Sunnis and Shi’ites pur-
sue coalition talks
BAGHDAD (Reuters) - Shi’ite and
Sunni Arab leaders have opened talks
on forming a new Iraqi government
but full negotiations will start only after
the Shi’ites choose their candidate for
prime minister, officials said on
Wednesday. 
Among demands from the minority
Sunnis, taking full part in parliament
for the first time after boycotting it last
year, was to take the job of president,
a bid that sets up a clash with the
third main group, the Kurds, who cur-
rently hold the post. 
Though Sunni leaders are in discus-
sions, anger at alleged vote fraud on
December 15 is still strong among
their supporters and a definitive deci-
sion on whether finally to join a new
coalition cabinet may be taken only
next week, one Sunni official said. 
Bahaa al-Araji from the Shi’ite
Alliance, which has a near majority in
the parliament elected last month,
said a committee formed to hold two-
way talks with Sunni leaders met offi-
cials from the Iraqi Accordance Front
on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
A separate Alliance committee will
negotiate with the Kurdish bloc but
had not met yet and in any case all-
out bargaining on dividing up posts
had yet to start, Araji said. 
“We have been meeting with the
Accordance Front,” he told Reuters.
“We have not discussed any details.
We are still talking about things in
general.” 
Hussein al-Falluji from the Accordance
Front, the biggest of two main Sunni
Arab blocs, said: “We are having what
you could call a political chat about
nothing too serious.” 
The Shi’ites’ Araji added: “When we
choose our candidate for prime minis-
ter by the end of the week then more
serious and intensive talks will begin.” 
The Alliance is divided between candi-
dates from its two main constituent
parties — current Prime Minister
Ibrahim al-Jaafari and Vice President
Adel Abdul Mahdi — to be premier. As

the biggest group in parliament, the
choice is its to make. Other names
are in the ring but party leaders dis-
miss their chances.

Pope sends message of love
in first encyclical
VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Saying
love would be the keynote of his
papacy, Pope Benedict issued a trea-
tise on Wednesday on what Catholics
should do in a world where religion
was often linked with calls for hatred
and violence. 
His long-awaited first encyclical,
“Deus Caritas Est” (God is Love),
ranged in themes from erotic and spir-
itual love in a personal relationship, to
the role of the Catholic Church’s vast
network of charity organizations
around the world. 
Church officials as well as a top dissi-
dent theologian hailed it as a good
outline for the papacy of Benedict, a
conservative who has surprised many
observers with more of a softer side
than they expected when he was
elected last April. 
“In a world where the name of God is
sometimes associated with
vengeance or even a duty of hatred
and violence, this message (of love
and charity) is both timely and signifi-
cant,” the Pope said, explaining why
he chose the theme. 
The encyclical, the highest form of
papal writing, is addressed to the
world’s some 1.1 billion Roman
Catholics, who are asked to adhere to
its principles and practice its guide-
lines. 
Hans Kueng, a Swiss theologian who
was disciplined by Benedict’s prede-
cessor, said in a statement that
Catholics should be happy that
Benedict’s first major work was not
“not a manifesto of cultural pessimism
or restrictive sexual morality”. 
Cardinal Renato Martino, a top
Vatican official, said the writing was a
“clear policy program” that put love
and charity at the cornerstone of how
the Church should face various philo-
sophical, social, theological and cul-

tural issues. 
The 70-page booklet was divided into
two parts - one the Pope called “a
more speculative” discussion on per-
sonal love and the second a “more
concrete” overview of love and charity. 
In the first half the Pope said there
was nothing wrong with erotic love
between a man and a woman but that
it risked being reduced to a “commodi-
ty” of sex if it was not part of a higher
spiritual love within marriage. 
“Today, the term ‘love’ has become
one of the most frequently used and
misused of words, a word to which we
attach quite different meanings,” the
German-born pontiff wrote.

Prince Harry to join
Household Cavalry
LONDON (Reuters) - Britain’s Prince
Harry, younger son of heir-to-the-
throne Britain’s Prince Charles, will
join the elite Household Cavalry when
he completes his officer training in
April, Buckingham Palace said on
Wednesday.
The Cavalry is made up of two of the
British Army’s most senior and oldest
regiments — The Blues and Royals
and The Life Guards — and is tasked
with protecting Queen Elizabeth on
ceremonial and state occasions,
meaning the prince may have to
guard his own grandmother.
The 21-year-old, who joined the elite
Sandhurst military academy last year,
will serve in the Blues and Royals with
the aim of becoming an armored
reconnaissance troop leader, a state-
ment said.
After receiving specialist training, the
prince would lead a team of around
12 soldiers carrying out reconnais-
sance work.
Prince Harry had been impressed by
the regiment’s actions in conflict
zones, the Palace said.
The Household Cavalry has an opera-
tional role in armored fighting vehicles
which has seen its soldiers at the fore-
front of Britain’s military operations,
including the Falklands war in 1982,
the 1990 Gulf war.
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